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JOEY HAND2

Joey Hand is a busy guy. He and 
the BMW Team RLL are the defending 
aLMs series GT champions. He is also 
the only american currently racing in 
the dTM series, where he drives for 
BMW Team RMG. 

This week, while the BMW Team 
RLL seeks its third aLMs GT win in 
four years at Road america, Jonathan 
summerton will be aboard, as Hand 
races in the dTM at nurburgring. 
since fans won’t see him here, The 
Alley decided to talk to “The Hand” 
about Road america, aLMs and dTM. 

“The first time i drove Road america 
i thought it was a great place to drive 
in a race car. it’s a great driver’s track 
with varied braking and variety of 
corner speeds that always makes for 
great racing. i have had my greatest 
battles there. it’s my favorite race track 
in this country,” said Hand.

The “in this country” takes on 
added spice as Hand travels to 
Germany, england, The netherlands, 
and spain in the dTM series. 
switching countries, cars and teams 
seems to wear only on his passport.

“driving in dTM doesn’t change 
anything in the Us for me driving in 
the aLMs. i’ve driven over here for so 
long i know the cars really well,” he 
said.

“i know the team really well. i am 
very comfortable. it’s easy to slide 

right back into the M3 GT and do my 
thing.

“every week that i do a dTM race, 
i leave with a ton more information. 
i feel like i learned so much that the 
next week will be easier. easier is 
not the right word because there is 
nothing easy about dTM. 

“i feel really good about the second 
half of the season. i feel like a half year 
of racing has been a whole year of 
learning for me.”

How does he handle 
switching between the aLMs 
and dTM (pictured right) 
cars?

“i’ve been doing that all 
my life. When i raced karts as 
a kid i raced in 13 different 
classes in one day,” said 
Hand. 

“That was my ultimate: 
13 classes in one day, from 
shifters to four-strokes in all 
these different kinds of karts. Looking 
back that is where i learned to adapt 
quickly. it’s one of my strong suits in 
life and in racing.”

and the travel?
“The only thing that’s really heftier 

for me this year is my airline miles. 
“The days on the road is less, but 

sometimes it’s for a longer period at 
a time.  Many times, i’m on the road 
three weeks or four weeks at a time. 

Before i traveled the states – now i 
travel the world.”

“Honestly, the biggest thing for me 
is missing my family. My wife and i 
have been together for 17 years. We 
have two little kids. 

“My son is six and my daughter is 
four. The first minutes of leaving home 
for a race get to me, but i’ve become 
pretty good at switching things off.

“in our family it’s normal. daddy 
drives racecars. daddy is home for a 

little bit and daddy is gone for a little 
bit. The kids basically ask “daddy, 
how long will you be home and how 
soon do you leave again?” everybody 
deals with it. My wife is really strong, 
works hard and handles everything 
when i am gone. once i came home 
to a brand-new kitchen.”

Here at Road america, Hand 
expects his BMW Team RLL to do the 
cooking once again. 
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THey coMe fRoM across the pond 
and around the country knowing that 
for sports car racers in north america, 
all roads lead to Road america.

The reasons are simple and pure. 
one of america’s fastest, most 
challenging and rewarding tracks to 
drive also features its own ambiance, 
traditions and charm.

“i’ve been coming here since the 
first year caRT came here (1982),” said 
derrick Walker, former team manager 
at Penske Racing. 

“We always stay at a little bed and 
breakfast in Plymouth. it’s like living in 
someone else’s house. you just carry 
your bags up the stairs. The fans at Ra 
are really into it and some know a lot. 
They are real racers.”

The american Le Mans series teams 
travel here from both coasts and across 
the Midwest, and their drivers from 
around the world. 

Top teams like new york-based 
dyson Racing, new Hampshire’s 
Green Hornet, florida’s extreme speed 
Motorsports ferraris, Lotus/alex Job 
Racing and Performance Tech call the 
east coast home.  

south carolina is home to the 
Pc championship leading coRe 
autosport team, while Paul Miller 
Racing and dempsey Racing teams are 
based in Georgia.

from the Left coast come the 
Porsches from flying Lizard and The 
Racers Group. The PR1 Mathiasen 
Pc team and the aLMs LMP1 
championship-leading Muscle 
Milk Pickett Honda squad also call 
california home.

closer to home are the Michigan-
based GT leaders from corvette 

Racing, the RsR Pc team and the new 
sRT Vipers. 

ohio is home to the Merchant 
services Racing Pc squad and 
BMW Team RLL. They are joined 
by indianapolis-based conquest 
endurance and falken, colorado’s 
JdX Racing and the LMP2 entries from 
Wisconsin’s own Level 5.  

While not quite centrally located, 
the scenic track and distinctive 4.08-
mile circuit have a special place in the 

eyes of the racers. along with Walker, 
all look forward to the annual trek 
to what is aptly tagged “america’s 
national Park of speed.”

Road america sports an 
unmistakable sense of place – in stark 
contrast to the latest look-alike steel 
and concrete palaces of oval racing 
stadiums. The track, hotels, local 
communities, foods, and even the fans 
are all distinctive.

for Rob dyson, the Road america 
tradition began in 1983, aboard a 
Pontiac firebird. 

Three years later, his son chris was a 
starry-eyed eight-year-old, standing on 
the podium as his father and co-driver 
Price cobb collected their runner-up 
hardware.

coRe autosport’s colin Braun, age 
23, has been attending races at Road 
america for more than 20 years.  

BMW team RLL’s Bill auberlen has 
fond memories of Road america. 

“Road america is my favorite track,” 
he said.

 “My first professional win was there 
in a Mazda RX7 GTU. Road america 
was also the place of our first win for 
the BMW Team RLL program with Joey 
Hand co-driving. We always celebrate 
with a bratwurst and corn-on-the-cob 
when we win at Road america,  or 
even if we don’t.”
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GReG PickeTT’s MUscLe MiLk Pickett Racing team 
is one of the most popular, respected teams in the aLMs 
paddock, and clearly carries its leader’s name, style, and 
culture. it also has five consecutive wins.

a native of santa Monica, california, Pickett exudes the 
california style that once made “california dreaming” the 
national pastime. The Alley sat down with Greg Pickett at 
Mid-ohio, where the family man, executive and racer shared 
some of his secrets to success:

The Racers’ Bond:
“We like competition. We go at it hard and with some 

passion. We like to be with others with the same interests. it 
is a different bond. it’s rare in life. 

“When you see soldiers coming home, they have that 
bond. Racing is a lot that same way.”

The Muscle Milk Approach:
“We try to be a little bit like old time and “do unto others 

as we would have others do unto you.” it is hard to live up to 
that all the time.

“We try to have a simple approach. i like to stop and talk to 
people in the paddock. We care about them and i hope that 
everyone in this paddock knows that if they need something 
to make the race that we are one of the first places to stop.

“There is probably some california style in our team and 
in our company. We can be a little laid back and more casual 
than some. i let other people run our Muscle Milk business. 
We have 350 employees now, and i still know most of them. i 
am the biggest cheerleader.” 

The Muscle Milk Culture:
“you can’t create a culture just by paying people. you have 

to live it. They have to see it or it is just talk. everyone on our 
team knows that i have their back.

“The way people approach going to work makes a 
difference. 

“People come to appreciate an ambiance, friendship, and 
the ability to talk openly. 

“They have each other’s back. People that like that 
approach gravitate to the team.” 

The Muscle Milk Team:
“We can’t pay enough to repay for their personal 

commitments, the time away from their families, and being 
on the road. 

“it’s a tough assignment; you go from one challenge to the 
next. That is why we try to keep relaxed. you cannot grind on 
people or let them grind on each other.

“When we make a mistake, we say, ‘you’ve passed the 
human test.’ it takes the pressure off.”

Momentum:
“Racing has momentum, both positive and negative. you 

can get into a cascade of events.
“on a race weekend, time is golden. on test day or 

practice, we tell the drivers to run hard, but bring the car 
back.

“our crew believes in klaus and Lucas. When they ask for 
a small change, it shows up in the lap times. That reinforces 
the crew.” 

PICKETT RACING4
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Learning From the Best:
“The best teams minimize problems. They regulate 

themselves to improve and reduce problems.
“We approach every race with a plan. our decision-making 

is very matter-of-fact. We make decisions based on what is 
the right thing to do at this time.  

“our engineers prepare a pre-race report that is 15-18 
pages long. it sets out our major objectives, covers the past, 
what we have learned, and what we want to accomplish each 
session. When the drivers arrive for the first meeting they 
already know the plan.”

Change:
“any organization faces changes. We try to be smooth and 

ready to change. if you believe in technology, the pace of 
change is always greater than today. you have to look ahead 
and be proactive not reactive.

“People don’t like change. i don’t like change. i have been 
married to Penny for 45 years, but our company and our 
team are not afraid of change.” 

 
Problems:

“Problems only become big if they are not addressed 
proactively. Penny and i have 11 grandkids. We try to teach 
them to address problems early and it’s fun to watch them 
learn to do that.”

Partners:
“We don’t think we know everything. We listen to our 

key partners. The advantage is in knowing where to get the 

answers. The answers are in your partners’ knowledge and 
expertise.

“We want HPd and Honda, and Michelin, and Wirth, to 
tell us what we need to do and we will 
follow. We tell them, ‘These calls are 
yours.’” 

Priorities:
“My most important jobs 

are to nurture creativity and to 
tamp down the “not invented 
here” syndrome whenever we 
sniff it or see it in our company 
or in our team. 

“Last year, we put the Porsche 
book on the shelf. This year we put 
the aston Martin book on the shelf. 
“We put those books away when we 
started with HPd. We race by the 
HPd book.

“We don’t have a big 
organization. We 
want to be 
nimble and 
quick to 
respond.”



CLOSING 

IN
Lucas Luhr recently 
moved past Johnny 
o’connell into second 
place in the aLMs 
all-time win list. Luhr 
currently has 40 wins, 
just two shy of olivier 
Beretta’s record 42. 

They had options on where to compete and they chose 
the ALMS – I think that says a lot about this series. 

But, I’ll also really enjoy beating them on the track!

Corvette Racing’s Doug Fehan talking to Dailysportscar.com about the 
arrival of the new SRT Viper

DIJYANO?6

BMW Team RLL chieftain 
Bobby Rahal has been pushing 
for a performance adjustment 
to help put his 2012 Sebring-
winning GT team back atop 
the podium. 
Winning the pole at Mid-Ohio, 
where track position is highly 
prized, probably didn’t help 
his case, nor did the pole at 
Lime Rock Park. The Mid-Ohio 
speed trap numbers won’t 
help him either. 
Road America has been BMW 
Country with GT wins here in 
2009 and 2010.  

Timmbbeerrrr!
Last year at Road america, five track records 
tumbled during qualifying and the race as fast 
times were set in the LMPc, GT and GTc classes. 
in GT, BMW Team RLL’s dirk Mueller set the 
record in qualifying while Risi competizione 
ferrari’s Jaime Melo set the pace in the race. 

How close?
Patrick Long set the fastest 
lap time at the recent 
Mid-ohio race aboard the 
runner-up #45 flying Lizard 
Motorsports Porsche with a 
best lap of 1:20.787 seconds. 
Long’s fLM teammate, 
Marco Holzer, turned a 
best lap of 1:20.874 aboard 
the #44 fLM Porsche 
while the winning #4 
corvette set a fast lap of 
1:20.875 seconds. That 
0.001-second difference 
works out to approximately 
1.769 inches on the 2.258-
mile circuit. 

ALMOST LIVE
corvette Racing’s oliver Gavin was 
disappointed to hear that TV was on a 
commercial break and missed his GT 
race winning pass at Mid-ohio. His 
comment: “We had a similar situation 
last year and i was able to make the same 
move at the same place. Maybe you can 
just use that tape.”

Alley Live
www.michelinalley.com 
Follow a live Michelin 
Blog with features, 
race insights, 
interviews, videos, 
photos and highlights 
from all 2012 ALMS 
events.  

Ouch 
avoided!
2011 GTc champs Tim Pappas and 
Jeroen Bleekemolen made a one-off 
return to the class aboard the Hertz-
sponsored JdX Racing Porsche at 
Mid-ohio. Their apparent class win 
was in doubt over a possible violation 
of the class minimum drive time rule, 
but all turned out well and there was no 
penalty for turning their car in late or 
actually on time. 

More 
power?

Dijyano DID YOU KNOW



17 March   Twelve Hours of Sebring, Sebring, FL

14 April  Long Beach Grand Prix, CA

12 May Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, Monterey, CA

7 July  Lime Rock Park, Lakeville, CT

22 July  Canadian Tire Motorsport Park, Canada

4 August  Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course, Lexington, OH

18 August  Road America, Elkhart Lake, WI

1 September  Baltimore Grand Prix, Baltimore, MD

15 September  Virginia International Raceway, Danville, VA

20 October  Petit Le Mans, Road Atlanta, GA

The american Le Mans series and aBc/esPn 
continues its broadcast and digital package for the 
2012 aLMs season which involves televising the 
world’s premier sports car series over several esPn 
programming and media platforms, including aBc, 
esPn2 and esPn3.com. 

all aLMs races and qualifying sessions will be 
broadcast live and in their entirety on esPn3 and for 
viewers outside the U.s., via aLMs.com. 

Live streamed coverage of the Road Race showcase 
at Road america can be viewed on esPn3.com with 
television coverage on esPn2, sunday, august 19 from 
2:00 – 4:00 pm (eT). 

The full broadcast will be available on demand on 
esPn3.com for three weeks and on americanLeMans.
com after that.
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2012 ALMS Schedule
ALMS TV and Online Schedule 

Fri. August 17 ESPN3.com   Live Qualifying  
(4:40 – 5:50 pm Eastern)

Sat. August 18 ESPN3.com   Live Race Coverage  
(3:15 – 7:15 pm Eastern)

Sun. August 19 ESPN2 Televised Race Coverage

  (2:00 - 4:00 pm Eastern) 

Thursday, August 16, 2012

3:00 pm - 3:30 pm  Test Session - ALMS (GT/GTC) 

3:30 pm - 4:30 pm  Test Session - ALMS (All Classes) 

4:30 pm - 5:00 pm  Test Session - ALMS (P1/P2/PC) 

Friday, August 17, 2012

8:00 am - 9:15 am  Trans Am Race 

9:40 am - 10:10 am  USF2000 Race #1

10:25 am - 11:25 am  Practice#1 - ALMS (All Classes) 

11:40 pm - 12:10 pm   Qualify - GT3 Cup

1:40 pm - 2:10 pm   Race #1 – Prototype Lites 

2:25 pm - 3:25 pm  Practice#2 - ALMS (All Classes) 

3:35 pm - 3:50 pm  Qualifying - ALMS (GTC) 

3:55 pm - 4:10 pm  Qualifying - ALMS (GT) 

4:15 pm - 4:30 pm Qualifying - ALMS (PC) 

4:35 pm - 4:50 pm  Qualifying - ALMS (P1/P2) 

5:15 pm - 5:45 pm  USF2000 Race #2 - 30 Minutes 

6:10 pm - 6:55 pm   Race #1 – GT3 Cup

Saturday, August 18, 2012

8:45 am - 9:15 am  USF2000 Race #3 

9:30 am - 10:00 am  Warm Up - ALMS (All Classes) 

10:25 am - 11:10 am   Race #2 - Prototype Lites

11:15 am - 12:15 pm  ALMS Autograph Session

11:35 am - 12:20 pm   Race #2 – GT3 Cup

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm   Race - Road America Road Race  
 Showcase for the ALMS  
 (Round 7) - 4 Hours 

Weekend Schedule

Catch
ACTION

the



LOLA

Dempsey/Foster/Cameron
Michelin
dempsey Racing
Lola B1/87

27

Fan Favorites

Wittmer/Farnbacher
Goossens/Kendall
Michelin
sRT Motorsports
sRT Viper GTsR

Scan below to watch the recap from 

Mid-Ohio which featured the debut of 

the new SRT Viper squad
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FERRARI

Sharp/van Overbeek
Brown/Cosmo
Michelin
extreme speed Motorsports
ferrari 458 italia

01
02

LOLA / MAZDA

Dyson/Smith
Marsal/Lux
dunlop 
dyson Racing 
Lola B12/60 & Lola B11/66

16
20

ORECA

Franchitti/Junco
Michelin 
PR1 Mathiason Motorsports 
oreca fLM09

52

BMW

Auberlen/J. Müller
Summerton/D. Mueller
dunlop
BMW Team RLL
BMW e92 M3

55
56

CORVETTE

Magnussen/Garcia 
Gavin/Milner
Michelin
corvette Racing
chevrolet corvette c6 ZR1

3
4

HPD/HONDA

Graf/Luhr
Michelin
Muscle Milk Pickett Racing
HPd aRX-03a

6

Smart 
phone scan 
code here

GT CLASS

PC CLASS

P2 CLASS

P1 CLASS

PORSCHE

Neiman/Holzer
Bergmeister/Long
Michelin
flying Lizard Motorsports
Porsche 911 GT3 RsR

44
45


